
 

New software quantifies leaf venation
networks, enables plant biology advances
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These images show the root architecture variation among three different types of
rice. Joshua Weitz, an assistant professor in the Georgia Tech School of Biology,
and his team have developed a software program to analyze the complex root
network structure of these and other crop plants. Credit: Copyright American
Society of Plant Biologists; dx.doi.org/10.1104/pp.109.150748

Plant biologists are facing pressure to quantify the response of plants to
changing environments and to breed plants that can respond to such
changes. One method of monitoring the response of plants to different
environments is by studying their vein network patterns. These networks
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impact whole plant photosynthesis and the mechanical properties of
leaves, and vary between species that have evolved or have been bred
under different environmental conditions.

To help address the challenge of how to quickly examine a large quantity
of leaves, researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology have
developed a user-assisted software tool that extracts macroscopic vein
structures directly from leaf images.

"The software can be used to help identify genes responsible for key leaf
venation network traits and to test ecological and evolutionary
hypotheses regarding the structure and function of leaf venation
networks," said Joshua Weitz, an assistant professor in the Georgia Tech
School of Biology.

The program, called Leaf Extraction and Analysis Framework Graphical
User Interface (LEAF GUI), enables scientists and breeders to measure
the properties of thousands of veins much more quickly than manual
image analysis tools.

  
 

  

This is a screenshot of the LEAF GUI software. Images to the right of the
original and modified images correspond to the region contained within the
zoom rectangle shown on the original image. Credit: Copyright American
Society of Plant Biologists; dx.doi.org/10.1104/pp.110.162834
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Details of the LEAF GUI software program were published in the
"Breakthrough Technologies" section of the January issue of the journal 
Plant Physiology. Development of the software, which is available for
download at www.leafgui.org, was supported by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the Burroughs Welcome Fund.

LEAF GUI is a user-assisted software tool that takes an image of a leaf
and, following a series of interactive steps to clean up the image, returns
information on the structure of that leaf's vein networks. Structural
measurements include the dimensions, position and connectivity of all
network veins, and the dimensions, shape and position of all non-vein
areas, called areoles.

"The network extraction algorithms in LEAF GUI enable users with no
technical expertise in image analysis to quantify the geometry of entire
leaf networks -- overcoming what was previously a difficult task due to
the size and complexity of leaf venation patterns," said the paper's lead
author Charles Price, who worked on the project as a postdoctoral fellow
at Georgia Tech. Price is now an assistant professor of plant biology at
the University of Western Australia.

While the Georgia Tech research team is currently using the software to
extract network and areole information from leaves imaged under a wide
range of conditions, LEAF GUI could also be used for other purposes,
such as leaf classification and description.
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Three leaves show the results of vein segmentation and analysis. The zoomed-in
regions on the right correspond to the area within the black square of the leaf to
the left. Yellow and red colors indicate an increasing distance of areoles from the
nearest vein. Credit: Copyright American Society of Plant Biologists;
dx.doi.org/10.1104/pp.110.162834

"Because the software and the underlying code are freely available, other
investigators have the option of modifying methods as necessary to
answer specific questions or improve upon current approaches," said
Price.

LEAF GUI is not the only software program Weitz's group has
developed to investigate the network characteristics of plants. In March
2010, Weitz's group co-authored another "Breakthrough Technologies"
paper in Plant Physiology detailing a way to analyze the complex root
network structure of crop plants, with a focus on rice.

This work was performed in collaboration with Anjali Iyer-Pascuzzi,
John Harer and Philip Benfey at Duke University and was supported by
DARPA, the National Science Foundation and the Burroughs Welcome
Fund.
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"Both of these software programs are enabling tools in the growing field
of 'plant phenomics,' which aims to correlate gene function, plant
performance and response to the environment," noted Weitz. "By
identifying leaf vein characteristics and root structures that differ
between plants, we are enabling advances in basic plant science and, in
the case of crop plants, assisting researchers in identifying and
potentially altering genes to improve plant health, yield and survival."
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